
On the KD-CLN-LP200 ultrasonic cleaner, locate the hex 
screw circled in the left photo. Remove this screw from the 
front panel.
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Carefully place the auto-loader onto the LP cleaner. 
Temporarily hold the auto-loader in place to prevent it 
from falling off. 

While holding the auto-loader, secure it with the included 
thumb screw.

Push the screw through the opening of the auto-loader 
and into the absent hex screw location in the front panel. 
Gently tighten by hand.

Connect the included cable from 
the “AUX. POWER” plug on the 
rear of the LP cleaner to the auto-
loader’s side plug.

Installation



The auto-loader has 5 disc slots. Each LP is added to the device 
by carefully placing the left-side edge into the loading arm groove, 
then hanging the spindle hole onto the metal peg.

Usage

Be careful that each disc 
is properly in the arm 
groove, or it could fall 
off or become damaged 
when the device moves.

Discs can be added to the auto-loader in the following states:

  1)  When the ultrasonic LP cleaner is powered off.
  2)  When the auto-loader is stopped via its “START/STOP” button
       (this can be activated at any time).
  3)  When another LP disc is in the middle of being cleaned or dried.

NOTE: Do not add or remove LP discs while the auto-loader is mov-
ing. Damage to the device or the LP disc could result. For this reason, 
it is safest to stop the auto-loader before changing discs by pushing 
the “START/STOP” button.

The auto-loader remembers which discs have already 
been cleaned. Each loading arm displays this status 
with an LED: Red for dirty, and Green for clean.

Discs which are green can be removed and replaced 
with dirty discs, but it is recommended to stop the 
unit first by pushing its “START/STOP” button. After 
exchanging discs, press the button again to contin-
ue.
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